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From Barbara Boyd, Advisory Council Chair
Happy New Year to you all! It is an event to start a new calendar and I hope this year will bring us
back together, in person, sooner than later. Hard to believe I wrote that in January of 2021 and it is
still true a year later. I am hoping 2022 will bring us back together in person as one of the reasons we
joined Master Gardeners was to be a part of a gardening community. We are doing our best to keep
that sense of community and to increase that we are going to organize Master Gardener “working in
the dirt” project tours in the spring. We will be able to be outside and socially distant, but still with
our gardening community. Watch for more information on these tours.
It is time to order your seeds for those who enjoy that experience. I admit I tried it two years ago with
limited success, got better at it last year with the help of a Master Gardener, and I hope to be even
better at it this year. Seed planting is certainly an act of hope and in my case an act of perseverance.
Part of our mission is to educate our communities in sustainable high desert gardening. It is a major
undertaking to train Interns every year and is especially challenging to train in a virtual environment.
Thanks to the efforts of the State Education Committee and the Sandoval County Education
Committee, our Intern Training starts with orientation on January 11 then weekly classes beginning
January 18. The list of classes is on the Events Calendar on our website. We are continuing the
Mentor Program in conjunction with Intern Training. For veterans, please mark your new calendar to
include classes to fill out your education requirement.
It is also a suitable time to set up your system for tracking your volunteer and education hours. There
is an Excel spreadsheet on the website that you can download and use for tracking. Time Keeping
We appreciated the hours submitted by Master Gardeners for the last fiscal year as we were able to
report the impact to our County because of our efforts. We are not certain about the reporting
requirements for NMSU for the coming fiscal year, but we will always want to understand our impact
to our community, so please track your hours.
MEMBERS: Check the Members Only section for the ZOOM calendar, listing Zoom links for Intern,
projects, and Advisory Council meetings.

mastergardeners.org

Editor:
Kate Shadock

REMEMBER: Members and Interns are invited and welcome to the monthly Advisory Council
meetings. They are live, via Zoom, at 1:00 pm on the second Tuesday of the month.

~Barbara
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Gardening With The Masters Series Returns!
Sam Thompson – SEMG 2008
Gardening with the Masters Online will be back on Zoom with new programs each 4th Friday of the month at
10am.
2022 will see some significant changes to the program. Presentations will be short, 15 – 30 minutes maximum,
followed by questions and answers and importantly contributions from various master gardeners and the
public participating in the call. We want to make these programs as participatory as possible and to reflect the
variety approaches to gardening in Sandoval County. For some programs we will feature more than one
presenter. Topics will be timely for the garden season. The current topics include:
January 28

Houseplants with Michelle Wittie

February 25
SEMG TBZ

Vegetable Seed Starting and Variety Selection with Jim Peters and a

March 25

Alternatives Gardening Techniques including strawbales and hydroponics

April 22
What Works: Experiences to Dealing with Perpetual Gardening Problems
(like squash bugs)
Fall topics will include plant protection, garden clean up, seed savings and bulb storage.
If you have topics you would like to have covered by GWMOnline please send your ideas to Sam Thompson at
samandjohnthompson@gmail.com. Also, if you are interested in becoming involved in this program (as a
presenter, session moderator or technical person) please contact Sam.

Coming Soon:
Native Seed Starting with Mike Halverson
In late February you have the opportunity to learn about native seed starting. Mike Halverson who runs the
Santa Ana Greenhouse is an incredible resource of native plant knowledge and he has agreed to share that
knowledge with us. While the date has not been determined the talk will be on zoom and importantly, Mike
will talk about the native plants YOU are interested in. Send me a list of plants that you would like to learn
about starting (or saving seeds from) and Mike will talk about it.
Please get your plant preferences to me by February 1 (send to samandjohnthompson@gmail.com). Check the
Gardening with the Masters Online page on our website for more details as they become available.

New Mexico State University is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer and educator.
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REMINDER
2022
THINK TREES
conference
REGISTRATION
is now OPEN
Register Now

Attend In person at The Embassy Suites Albuquerque, NM
With virtual attendance options available
CEUs are available from:
NM Dept. of Agriculture (NMDA)full annual requirement provided!,
International Society of Arboriculture (ISA),
NM Society of Landscape Architects (NMSLA)
Society of American Foresters (SAF)

Additionally,
An ISA exam is scheduled for February 9th, 2022, at the Embassy Suites hotel
Details on the ISA exam

New Mexico State University is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer and educator.
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Bosque Burn Scar Replanting Project
John Thompson – SEMG 2018
A pilot project to replant a burned area of the Corrales Bosque was recently completed by Sandoval Extension Master Gardeners
along with support from the Corrales Fire Department and volunteers from NM Tree Stewards, Corrales Bosque Advisory
Commission, and Corrales residents. The replanting area was the result of a 2012 bosque fire that burned several acres and
resulted in an unattractive, weedy, open area with downed and standing dead cottonwoods. A previous attempt at replanting
cottonwood trees in the area was only partially successful with only a small number of small cottonwoods still alive. The area was
also used in the 1950s as a trash dump resulting in topsoil littered with broken glass, cans, and other items.

Overhead View of Burn Scar Area

The project was initiated by the Corrales Fire Chief, Anthony Martinez, as a pilot for a low-cost, volunteer supported
approach to replanting open areas in the Bosque. John Thompson and Don Welsh (SEMG Master Gardeners and NM
Tree Stewards) teamed with Chief Martinez to obtain donated plants and irrigation materials to implement the
project. Trees of Corrales donated 100 native plants in #5 containers. Mike Halverson, Manager at Santa Ana
Nursery, donated a dozen cottonwood poles. MRGCD, Village of Corrales Administration, Army Corps of Engineers,
and NM Forestry were consulted to ensure plant selection and replanting approach was suitable for the Bosque and
animal habitat.
The Three leaf Sumacs and Golden Current plants donated by Trees of Corrales are drought tolerant, pollinator
friendly, provide food and habitat for animals, and provide color to the Bosque understory. The Rio Grande
cottonwood poles provided by Santa Ana Nursery are 12-13-foot cuttings that can be planted in holes reaching down
to the water table.
The drip irrigation system is a gravity-fed system using a donated 500-gallon cistern placed on the top of the nearby
levee. The height of the levee provides a usable 4-5 psi water flow that is sufficient to supply a drip network covering
an approximate 10,000 square foot planting area. The drip system is needed to establish the 100 native plants but is
temporary and can be removed after a year and reused. A soil test was performed by Utah State University and
confirmed the topsoil to be sandy loam with a pH of 7.7 and a high salinity level typical of this area.
New Mexico State University is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer and educator.
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The replanting project was started on December 7 with the clearing of weeds
and downed wood by the Corrales Fire Department. On December 9, volunteers
brought in plants, dug holes, planted and watered by hose from a CFD fire truck.
Materials for the drip system were donated by Ewing Irrigation Systems. The
drip system was installed over the following two weeks with emitters to water
each of the hundred plants. Each watering cycle can provide 3-5 gallons per
plant. The Corrales Fire Department will refill the cistern as needed to provide
regular watering of the plants. Photo: Before work started – By John Thompson

Cottonwood poles must be planted into the water table. We used a hand auger to find
that the water table was at 9-10’ deep. Volunteers used the hand auger to drill the
dozen holes for the donated cottonwood poles. Chicken wire cages were placed
around the cottonwood plants to prevent beaver damage. Wood mulch will be added
to the planting area as it becomes available from the Fire Department.
Photo: Hand Augering – taken by John Thomson

The completed burn scar replanting area will be monitored on a frequent basis by
volunteers who visit the area on a daily basis. Volunteers will check for vandalism, drip
function, leaks, and plant health.

Photo: Planting and irrigation complete – Photo by John Thompson

At the conclusion of the pilot project, we will be able to project
success in terms of plant survivability, cost (with and without
material and plant donations) and aesthetic improvement of the
burn scar area.
The pilot project can become a model for a sustainable low-cost
replanting program for the Corrales Bosque. The team will be
seeking long term commitments from nurseries and NM Forestry
for native plants and will seek commitments from volunteer
organizations to provide the labor for planting and on-going
monitoring.
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Over The Garden Wall
Returning the ‘Three Sisters’—Corn, Beans and Squash—to
Native American Farms Nourishes People, Land and Cultures
For centuries Native Americans intercropped corn, beans and squash
because the plants thrived together. A new initiative is measuring
health and social benefits from reuniting the “three sisters.”
Photo by: Marilyn Angel Wynn/Getty Images

Historians know that turkey and corn were part of the first
Thanksgiving, when Wampanoag peoples shared a harvest meal with
the pilgrims of Plymouth plantation in Massachusetts. And traditional
Native American farming practices tell us that squash and beans likely
were part of that 1621 dinner too.
For centuries before Europeans reached North America, many Native Americans grew these foods together in one plot,
along with the less familiar sunflower. They called the plants sisters to reflect how they thrived when they were
cultivated together.
Today three-quarters of Native Americans live off of reservations, mainly in urban areas. And nationwide, many Native
American communities lack access to healthy food. As a scholar of Indigenous studies focusing on Native relationships
with the land, I began to wonder why Native farming practices had declined and what benefits could emerge from
bringing them back.
To answer these questions, I am working with agronomist Marshall McDaniel, horticulturalist Ajay Nair, nutritionist
Donna Winham and Native gardening projects in Iowa, Nebraska, Wisconsin and Minnesota. Our research project,
“Reuniting the Three Sisters,” explores what it means to be a responsible caretaker of the land from the perspective of
peoples who have been balancing agricultural production with sustainability for hundreds of years.
Abundant Harvests
Historically, Native people throughout the Americas bred indigenous plant varieties specific to the growing conditions of
their homelands. They selected seeds for many different traits, such as flavor, texture and color.
Native growers knew that planting corn, beans, squash and sunflowers together produced mutual benefits. Corn stalks
created a trellis for beans to climb, and beans’ twining vines secured the corn in high winds. They also certainly observed
that corn and bean plants growing together tended to be healthier than when raised separately. Today we know the
reason: Bacteria living on bean plant roots pull nitrogen – an essential plant nutrient – from the air and convert it to a
form that both beans and corn can use.
Squash plants contributed by shading the ground with their broad leaves, preventing weeds from growing and retaining
water in the soil. Heritage squash varieties also had spines that discouraged deer and raccoons from visiting the garden
for a snack. And sunflowers planted around the edges of the garden created a natural fence, protecting other plants from
wind and animals and attracting pollinators.
Interplanting these agricultural sisters produced bountiful harvests that sustained large Native communities and spurred
New Mexico State University is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer and educator.
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fruitful trade economies. The first Europeans who reached the Americas were shocked at the abundant food crops they
found. My research is exploring how, 200 years ago, Native American agriculturalists around the Great Lakes and along
the Missouri and Red rivers fed fur traders with their diverse vegetable products.
Reviving Native Agriculture
Today Native people all over the U.S. are working diligently to reclaim Indigenous varieties of corn, beans, squash,
sunflowers and other crops. This effort is important for many reasons.
Improving Native people’s access to healthy, culturally appropriate foods
will help lower rates of diabetes and obesity, which affect Native
Americans at disproportionately high rates. Sharing traditional knowledge
about agriculture is a way for elders to pass cultural information along to
younger generations. Indigenous growing techniques also protect the lands
that Native nations now inhabit and can potentially benefit the wider
ecosystems around them. Photo: HGTV
But Native communities often lack access to resources such as farming
equipment, soil testing, fertilizer and pest prevention techniques. This is
what inspired Iowa State University’s Three Sisters Gardening Project. We work collaboratively with Native farmers
at Tsyunhehkw, a community agriculture program, and the Ohelaku Corn Growers Co-Op on the Oneida reservation in
Wisconsin; the Nebraska Indian College, which serves the Omaha and Santee Sioux in Nebraska; and Dream of Wild
Health, a nonprofit organization that works to reconnect the Native American community in Minneapolis-St. Paul,
Minnesota, with traditional Native plants and their culinary, medicinal and spiritual uses.
We are growing three sisters research plots at ISU’s Horticulture Farm and in each of these communities. Our project also
runs workshops on topics of interests to Native gardeners, encourages local soil health testing and grows rare seeds
to rematriate them, or return them to their home communities.
The monocropping industrial agricultural systems that produce much of the U.S. food supply harms the environment,
rural communities and human health and safety in many ways. By growing corn, beans and squash in research plots, we
are helping to quantify how intercropping benefits both plants and soil.
By documenting limited nutritional offerings at reservation grocery stores, we are demonstrating the need for
Indigenous gardens in Native communities. By interviewing Native growers and elders knowledgeable about foodways,
we are illuminating how healing Indigenous gardening practices can be for Native communities and people – their
bodies, minds and spirits.
Our Native collaborators are benefiting from the project through rematriation of rare seeds grown in ISU plots,
workshops on topics they select and the new relationships they are building with Native gardeners across the Midwest.
As researchers, we are learning about what it means to work collaboratively and to conduct research that respects
protocols our Native collaborators value, such as treating seeds, plants and soil in a culturally appropriate manner. By
listening with humility, we are working to build a network where we can all learn from one another.
Christina Gish Hill is an associate professor of anthropology at Iowa State University.
Link to original article: https://getpocket.com/explore/item/returning-the-three-sisters-corn-beans-and-squash-to-native-americanfarms-nourishes-people-land-and?utm_source=pocket-newtab
New Mexico State University is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer and educator.
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GARDEN2TABLE 2022
By: Cassandra D’Antonio - SEMG 2012

A little less than two years ago, the SEMG Garden2Table Outreach Committee was gearing up for a busy year. We had a
wonderful group of eager volunteers who had attended training and practiced recipe demonstrations. Recipes for March
and April were selected, and our schedule set at various senior centers around Sandoval County, including adding the
Jemez Valley Senior Center to our list. Volunteers were provided with a bag of supplies and equipment. Then we all know
what happened in early spring of 2020. Since our committee was put on hiatus, to keep our work on the radar, I have
been writing monthly columns for this newsletter and demonstrated a recipe for Kitchen Creations, NMSU’s diabetes
education program.
That may change in 2022! We may be able to return to the Senior Centers later this
year and will hopefully be called to do more recipe demonstrations for Kitchen
Creations. The exciting news is that two SEMG gardens may be incorporating recipe
demonstrations and interactive cooking programs in their outreach: the Sandoval
County Health Commons Garden and the Corrales Library Children’s Edible Garden.
Photo: Pixaby

The Health Commons Garden has received some initial funding and still is in the design phase. The Corrales Children’s
Edible Garden will be planted this spring. We could always contemplate returning to this committee’s roots, which began
by demonstrating recipes at growers markets. Though challenging, I think this would be a fun to procure ingredients
from the market vendors and prepare a recipe ala “no recipe” style.
These outreach possibilities got me thinking. If the Garden2Table committee reconvened and our members were
delegated to various recipe demonstration venues, one challenge would be to select a monthly recipe that would meet
the needs of all audience participants: seniors, children, WIC recipients (Health Commons Garden), and diabetics. I
challenged myself by first reviewing the nutritional needs of each target group and then finding a versatile recipe that
met each group’s dietary needs, restrictions, and appetites. The recipe would also have to meet our standards of using
fresh seasonal produce and common pantry staples, being quick and easy to prepare using only one appliance that
requires electricity (electric skillet, roaster, wok, blender, etc.), and of course appetizing.
I believe I met the challenge in this month’s featured recipe Veggie & Mushroom Noodle Stir-Fry. Before we discuss
how this recipe meets the challenge, let us quickly review the nutritional requirements of each target group.
SENIORS (SENIOR/COMMUNITY CENTERS). We have written extensively about the dietary needs of older adults in this column,
so for brevity, the special nutrient needs of this group include calcium, Vitamins D and B12, dietary fiber, and potassium.
Let us not forget that an adult’s sense of taste changes with aging, which can cause a reduction in appetite, weight loss,
poor nutrition, weakened immunity, and even death. So tasty, nutritional foods are a must for this group.
CHILDREN (CORRALES CHILDREN’S EDIBLE GARDEN). According to the CDC, there is a growing type 2 diabetes problem in our
young people. Until recently, young children and teens almost never got type 2 diabetes, which is why it used to be
called adult-onset diabetes. Now, about one-third of American youth are overweight, a problem closely related to the
increase in kids with type 2 diabetes. Therefore, it is especially important that children eat more fruits and vegetables
and limit their intake of processed foods and refined sugars and starches. As parents know, vegetables get a bad rap with
kids. According to nuturelife.com, reasons children refuse a vegetable is because of its “weird” color, “gross” texture, or
“funny” smell. To work toward increasing a child’s vegetable intake one meal (or snack) at a time, you should focus on
the following 15 favorite kid-friendly vegetables: sweet bell peppers, sweet potatoes & squash, grape tomatoes, sweet
corn, spinach, peas, jicama, carrots, cauliflower, zucchini & summer squash, sugar snap peas, mushrooms, celery,
broccoli, and cucumbers.
New Mexico State University is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer and educator.
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WIC Recipients (Sandoval County Health Commons Garden). The initial focus of this garden will be recipients of the
USDA’s Women, Infants, and Children (WIC) nutrition assistance program. The USDA has some excellent websites,
including a set of 16 nutrition education messages addressing whole grains, low fat dairy, fruits & vegetables, and child
feeding. One in particular focuses on Meals of the Month: Recipes to Cook, Eat, and Repeat (WIC Meals of the Month:
Keep Calm and Carrot On | WIC Works Resource System (usda.gov)). Another important aspect of selecting a
demonstration recipe would be to review postpartum diet plans, which tend to focus on iron- and protein-rich foods,
fruit & vegetables, fiber-rich carbs, and fats like avocados, nuts, and seeds.
Adult Diabetics (NMSU Kitchen Creations). We have also written extensively about the dietary needs of adults with type
2 diabetes. To summarize, it is important that this group limit their carbohydrate intake, choose recipes that are rich in
fruits & vegetables, legumes, whole grains, nuts and seeds, lean sources of protein, fish, eggs, and low-fat dairy, while
avoiding sweets, processed foods, and trans fats.

VEGGIE MUSHROOM NOODLE STIR-FRY WINS CHALLENGE
Though most stir-fries are healthy and versatile, I especially liked this recipe because it calls for whole-grain noodles (a
kid favorite), the mighty mushroom, veggies that can be selected based on the tastes and nutritional needs of different
groups, and its sauce packs a flavorful punch. Below is a list of this dish’s main ingredients and their benefits to each
target group.
Whole Grain Noodles (or Brown Rice) are both high in fiber, which provides a slow
release of energy without the blood sugar spikes you can get with white rice or pasta.
They also provide a whopping dose of manganese which plays a role in fat and
carbohydrate metabolism, calcium absorption, and blood sugar regulation, and is
essential for normal brain and nerve function. (Seniors  Children  Diabetics 
WIC Recipients ) Photo: Pixaby
Mushrooms are becoming more and more recognized as a superfood. They are rich in
soluble dietary fiber, vitamins B and D, minerals copper and potassium, and the
antioxidant selenium which protects the body against damaging free radicals and damage
from aging and boosts the immune system. (Seniors  Children  Diabetics  WIC
Recipients ) Photo: Pixaby

Fresh Crisp Vegetables of any type can be incorporate into this stir-fry, though you can also use veggies that are not
considered crisp, such as sweet potatoes or zucchini. Select veggies that target the nutritional needs of and those most
appealing to your target group. During the harvest months, choose veggies that are in season and growing in the
gardens. (Seniors  Children  Diabetics  WIC Recipients )
Five-Spice Blend is a Chinese seasoning that is said to incorporate all five tastes: sweet, sour, bitter, salty, and umami
with its blend of star anise, cloves, Chinese cinnamon, Sichuan peppercorns and fennel. In this recipe it will intensify the
robust flavor of the mushrooms while adding to the richness of the sauce. (Seniors  Children  Diabetics  WIC
Recipients )
The Garden2Table Outreach Committee will be looking for both new members and former members to rejoin possibly by
early spring. If you are interested, please send me an email with your contact information and any specific interests at
cassandantonio@aol.com. Wishing you all a healthy, joyful, and prosperous 2022.
New Mexico State University is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer and educator.
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January 2022 – Garden to Table Recipe
VEGGIE & MUSHROOM NOODLE STIR-FRY
Though this stir-fry recipe shows its versatility by using whole-grain noodles, long-grained brown rice works well too.
Here, a quick stir-fry is transformed into a flavorful, unconventional pasta sauce. The five-spice seasoning intensified the
robust flavor of the mushrooms. This recipe also calls for chopped, crisp veggies, so use your nutritional needs and
tastebuds to guide your choice(s). And don’t skip the butter (or use vegan butter, if you prefer), as it provides a beautiful
richness which brings the sauce and ingredients together.
INGREDIENTS

For the Stir-Fry:
Kosher salt & black pepper
1
Lb. of whole-grain (or 2 cups of long-grain brown rice)
4
Tbsp. neutral oil, such as grapeseed
1
Lb. mushrooms (any small variety), trimmed & cut into ¼-inch slices
2
garlic cloves, grated or minced
3-4
cups fresh, crisp vegetables, washed & cut into 3-inch pieces
1¼
tsp. five-spice seasoning blend
3
Tbsp. unsalted butter
2
scallions, thinly sliced
For the Sauce:
2
Tbsp. oyster sauce (or vegan mushroom oyster sauce)
2
Tbsp. maple syrup or brown sugar
1
Tbsp. low sodium soy sauce
1
Tbsp. sesame oil
1
Tbsp. chile oil or chile crisp
INSTRUCTIONS

1. Bring a large pot of salted water to boil. Add pasta and cook according to package instructions, until al dente.
Reserve 1 cup of pasta cooking water, then drain the pasta. (If using long-grained brown rice, prepare according
to package instructions.)
2. Meanwhile, heat a large (12-inch) deep skillet over medium high heat. When hot, add 2 Tbsp. oil and the
mushrooms. Cook for 7-8 minutes, giving it a stir every 2 minutes or so. The mushrooms will release a lot of
liquid, but it will evaporate as it cooks. When the mushrooms start to turn golden, add the garlic, five-spice
seasoning, and ½ tsp. each salt & black pepper, then cook for 1 minute. Transfer the mushrooms to a place and
set aside.
3. While the mushrooms are cooking, make the sauce. In a small bowl, whisk the oyster sauce, maple syrup, soy
sauce, sesame oil & chile oil with ¼ cup water until combined. Set aside.
4. Heat the same skillet back over medium-high heat. Add the remaining 2 Tbsp. soil and the veggies. Season with
salt & pepper and cook for 4-5 minutes, tossing occasionally, until the veggies are tender but still crisp. Add the
noodles (or rice) to the pan, along with the sauce & butter. Using tongs, toss to combine, then add the reserved
pasta cooking water (if using), ¼ cup at a time to just loosen the sauce. When the butter has melted, add the
mushrooms, and toss again. Remove from the heat and serve topped with scallions.
(Recipe & Photo Source: Hetty McKinnon for NYTimes Cooking)
New Mexico State University is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer and educator.
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Southwest Plant of the Month
Cane cholla
Opuntia imbricata

General Information
Plant Form

Shrub

Plant Type

Evergreen

Sunlight

Sun

Plant Size

Water Usage

Colors

8' x 5'

Low

Purple, Red

Physical Description:

Mass of leafless, succulent, intricately branched stems covered with sharp spines. Large waxy petaled,
reddish-purple flowers followed by persistent yellow fruit.

Care and Maintenance:

Formidable barbed spines and irritating glochids on stems. Cochineal bugs and stem borers. Safe
disposal of pruned or dead stems difficult.

Gardener's Notes:

Tree-like when mature. Dried stem skeleton used for canes. West Texas/New Mexico native replaced
westward by similar O. spinosor in N.M./Arizona. Other native species including red fruited Christmas Cholla, O. leptocaulis,
available. All easily rooted from stem joints.

Source: https://desertblooms.nmsu.edu/plantadvisor/

January Garden Checklist
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Plan the garden, will it be bigger or smaller in 2022?
Inventory existing seeds on hand - test with the damp paper towel to ensure viability – if not – compost
them
Order seeds, roses, and perennials for delivery later in the spring
Clean and organize seed starting supplies; be sure you have seed starting mix on hand
Collect all gardening tools, make repairs, sharpen and oil moving parts.
Source: Kellogg Garden.com – Organic Gardening Monthly Checklist

New Mexico State University is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer and educator.
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2022 Master Gardener Training Program Classes
Will be Available to Veterans
SEMG Education Committee: John Thompson & Michelle Wittie co-chairs
The 2022 Master Gardener Training Program is a 15-week statewide training program that NMSU is distributing to New Mexico
counties through the NMSU On Demand virtual classroom system. All classes will be available to veteran master gardeners starting
January 14, 2022. An enrollment link will be sent by email to all eligible master gardeners in mid-January.
The link will also be available on the Members Only web page of the SEMG website. Veterans will have access to the same online
classes being provided to new interns but are not required to take quizzes. Veterans taking classes for continuing education credit
are requested to complete the evaluation survey after the completion of each class. Classes will be available according to the
schedule below.

Week

Class
posted
at
Midnight
Saturday

1

1/8

2

1/15

Q&A
Topic(s)
Live
1.5 hours
Thursdays
6:00 to
7:30 pm
No Q&A
Welcome & Overview
History of the Land Grant University
System

1/20

Instructor

Dr. Jon Boren, NMSU Dean of
Extension

Welcome by Chair of Extension Plant
Sciences

Dr. Rolston St. Hilaire, Chair of
Plant Sciences

History of the Master Gardener
Program
NM Climate & Water Cycle
Climate & Weather

Lynda Garvin, Extension

NM Hydrology – The Water Cycle

New Mexico State University is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer and educator.

Dr. Dave Dubois, State
Climatologist
Dr. Kevin Hobbs, Field Geologist,
NM Tech & NM Bureau of
Geology & Mineral Resources
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Soils
Physical & biological properties
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Dr. John Idowu, NMSU, Soils and
Agronomy

Building Soil Health

4

1/29

2/3

5
6

2/5
2/12

2/10
2/17

7

2/19

2/24

8

2/26

3/3

9

3/5

3/10

10

3/12

3/17

Botany:
How plants grow
How trees grow
Tree Selection and Care –3 hours
Ornamentals
Annuals, Perennials, & Shrubs
Entomology
Selected Fruit Pests
Veggie Pests
Turf and Tree Pests
Beneficial Insects
Beneficial Insects
Pollinators: environmental services
and habitat creation/support
Beneficial Insects: Environmental
Services and habitat creation/support
(IPM principles)
Growing Vegetables
Home Vegetable production.
Principles of crop rotation,
intercropping, succession and
companion planting.
Growing Fruits
Fruit Trees
Berries

John Zarola, Master Composter
& Sandoval Master Gardener
Dr. Marisa Thompson,
Horticulture Specialist
Joran Viers , Certified Arborist
Dr. Marisa Thompson
Judy Jacobs, Sandoval Master
Gardener
Dr. Carol Sutherland, emeritus
professor, Entomology

Miranda Kersten, NMSU Senior
Program Manager, IPM

Dr. Stephanie Walker, NMSU
Vegetable Specialist

Dr. Shengrui Yao, NMSU Fruit
Specialist
Dr. Marisa Thompson,
Horticulture Specialist

Nuts
Dr. Richard Heerema,
NMSU Pecan Specialist
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11

3/19

3/24

Integrated Weed Management
Management & Identification

Dr. Leslie Beck, NMSU Weed
Specialist

12

3/26

3/31

Phillip Lujan, Manager of the
NMSU Plant Diagnostic Clinic

13

4/2

4/7

Plant Pathology
Plant Pathology and the Diagnostic
Process
Watering the Yard and Garden
Efficient Irrigation for the yard.
Passive watering techniques–
permaculture

Lynda Garvin & Tom Dominguez

14

4/9

4/14

15

4/16

No Q & A

16

4/23

4/28

Microclimates – Right plant, right
place
Plant ID
Herbaceous plants & Trees

Richard Perce

Rose Kern, Bernalillo Master
Gardener
Lynda Garvin, Extension Agent
Dr. Marisa Thompson & Lynda
Garvin

Phone apps for plant ID
MG Outreach – diagnostics and public County dependent, no
service in practice
recordings
Not required. County dependent.
Dr. Bernd Leinauer
Turfgrass Selection and Care
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Many Hands Make Light Work
HELP WANTED #1
As the weather gets cooler, and you’d rather be inside – We have a deal for you!
The Sandoval County Admin Building has some indoor plants in sore need of watering.
If you are interested, please contact Eydie Francis at eydie.francis@gmail.com.
I will be able to give you details. It takes about 2 hours to water all 3 floors.
We will be following state protocol for COVID-19 precautions.

HELP WANTED #2
There’s a new volunteer opportunity in town!
If you have a technical background, enjoy tinkering with electronics, or simply love poking around apps and software to
bend them to your will, consider lending a hand to the newly created Meeting and Audio/Visual Services Team.
Sound like fun? Contact Scott Lake webmaster@sandovalmastergardeners.org to learn more.

HELP WANTED #3 – Outreach Opportunity
Master Gardener Veterans to sign up for
ONE - week email helpline shifts
Sign up on our website.
REWARD
One week shift = 10 outreach hours

REMINDER TO ALL MEMBERS and GRADUATES – the 2021/2022 time sheets are available on the
member side of our website.
http://sandovalmastergardeners.org/semg-members/members-only-information/
Under TIME KEEPING
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